Creativity and continuity can coexist
The PureForm family consists of medium and large area luminaires, a wall sconce, a bollard, and a post top. These luminaires were designed to complement each other, yet each product fulfills its own unique purpose in style. This ensures that the luminaires bring a cohesive feeling to your project, while also enhancing your creative vision. At a glance, they are obviously all part of one family, but each product also makes a strong individual aesthetic statement.

Large area, precision optics **P34**
- Precision optics designed to maximize spacing with exceptional uniformity
- Type 2, 3, 4, 5, 5W, AFR, and BLC optical distributions
- Back light control capability
- Up to 50,000 lumens
- Up to 133 lumens per watt
- Retrofit arm, wall mount, adjustable slipfitter

Medium area, precision optics **P26**
- Precision optics designed to maximize spacing with exceptional uniformity
- Type 2, 3, 4, 5, 5W, AFR, and BLC optical distributions
- Back light control capability
- Up to 28,900 lumens
- Up to 150 lumens per watt
- Retrofit arm, wall mount, adjustable slipfitter

Medium area, comfort optics **P26**
- Comfort optics designed to enhance visual comfort by reducing glare
- Suitable for mounting height up to 25’
- Type 2, 3, and 5 optical distributions
- Up to 9,100 lumens
- Retrofit arm, wall mount, adjustable slipfitter
PureForm family benefits

- Sleek, low profile designs blend with architecture.
- Multiple product types accommodate different application areas throughout a building exterior, while maintaining a unified aesthetic.
- Comfort optics are available in the post top, wall sconce, and medium area, designed to enhance visual comfort by reducing glare.
- Medium area and wall sconce feature both comfort optics and precision optics, making them suitable for a range of mounting heights and lumen outputs.
- Seamless integration with the latest controls solutions across the entire family makes management easy, further enhancing value.

Wall sconce, precision optics PWS

- Precision optics designed to maximize spacing with exceptional uniformity
- Higher lumen output and excellent performance allow for a reduction in pole count
- Type 2, 3, and 4 optical distributions
- Up to 21,800 lumens
- Up to 137 lumens per watt
- Emergency battery backup option

Wall sconce, comfort optics PWS

- Comfort optics designed to enhance visual comfort by reducing glare
- Type 2, 3, and 4 optical distributions
- Up to 9,600 lumens
- Integral motion sensor option
- Emergency battery backup option

Bollard PBL

- Three heights available: 36", 42", 60"
- Type 3 and 5 optical distributions
- Designed to maximize spacing and uniformity
- Up to 4,200 lumens
- Emergency battery backup option

Post top, comfort optics PPT

- Comfort optics designed to enhance visual comfort by reducing glare
- Suitable for mounting heights up to 15’
- Type 1, 2, 3, and 5 optical distributions
- Up to 9,000 lumens
- Emergency battery backup option